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ABSTRACT
Storage systems and their OS components are designed to
accommodate a wide variety of applications and dynamic
workloads. Storage components inside the OS contain var-
ious heuristic algorithms to provide high performance and
adaptability for di�erent workloads. These heuristics may be
tunable via parameters, and some system calls allow users
to optimize their system performance. These parameters are
often predetermined based on experimentswith limited appli-
cations and hardware. Thus, storage systems often run with
these predetermined and possibly suboptimal values. Tun-
ing these parameters manually is impractical: one needs an
adaptive, intelligent system to handle dynamic and complex
workloads. Machine learning (ML) techniques are capable of
recognizing patterns, abstracting them, and making predic-
tions onnewdata.MLcanbe akey component to optimize and
adapt storage systems. In thispositionpaper,weproposeKML,
anML framework for storage systems.We implemented a pro-
totype and demonstrated its capabilities on the well-known
problemof tuningoptimal readaheadvalues.Our results show
that KMLhas a smallmemory footprint, introduces negligible
overhead, and yet enhances throughput by as much as 2.3⇥.
CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motivation. Computer systems are ever-changing. Storage

performance depends heavily on workloads and precise sys-
tem con�guration [6, 56]. They includemany parameters that
can a�ect overall storage performance signi�cantly [5, 7]. Yet,
users often do not have the time or expertise to tune system
parameters to optimize performance.Worse, the systems com-
munity is fairly conservative, resisting software changes that
may cause instability or data loss. For that reason, many OS
heuristics are relatively simple, and were developed based on
human intuition after studying severalworkloadshistorically;
but such heuristics cannot easily adapt to the ever-changing
complexworkloads.We propose a versatile, low-overhead, and
light-weight system called KML, for conducting ML training
and prediction for storage systems.
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Figure 1: Kernel space training/inference architecture.

KML overview. Figure 1 shows KML’s architecture where
OSdevelopersperformtrainingand inference in thekernel.To
show KML’s usefulness, we describe a case study using KML
to improve readahead in Section 4. In Figure 1, KML compo-
nents are shown in yellow.We also show components speci�c
to the readahead case study: thememory management sub-
system is where we control readahead values using the block
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device layer, as well as updating ra_pages for open �les. The
target component and howwe apply ML to it depends on the
problemat hand (see Section 3.2). In Figure 1, the green arrows
show the execution �owwhen KML is enabled and is training
and inferencing. Orange arrows denote the initialization �ow
of the readahead neural network. Users can con�gure when
KML switches between training and inferencing. The green
arrows showa closed-circuit�ow in the system:whenwe take
action on the system based onML predictions, it a�ects the
memory management system; thereafter, when the memory
management’s state changes, it a�ects future ML predictions.

Librarydesign. WewroteKML’s coreMLparts fromscratch.
To make KML run inside the kernel, we implemented the re-
quired math and matrix operations, and other ML internals
(see Section 2). KML currently supports the most commonly
used layers and loss functions, and its versatile architecture
is extensible.
OS integration. KML is an ML framework to run inside

the OS. Thus, it was designed to conserve resources (see
Section 3.1). KML’s programming model is �exible which
frees users from writing di�cult kernel code directly (see
Section 3.3).

2 MACHINELEARNINGLIBRARYDESIGN
One goal in designing KML is to provide modularity in build-
ing ML solutions. This requires (i) developing the required
math functionality, (ii) creating a modular, extensible struc-
ture to implement new functionality, (iii) implementing back-
propagation algorithms for training neural networks, and (iv)
providing a �exible and high-�delity environment for model
development and debugging.
Math and matrix operations. Many standard math opera-

tions from libc are not available in the kernel. Hence, we
implemented commonly usedmatrixmanipulation and linear
algebra functions. We also implemented must-have functions
such as logarithm, softmax, and logistic from scratch using
approximation algorithms.

Layer and loss functions. Neural networks use di�erentiable
components, each performing a certain critical ML operation.
For example, a fully connected layer performs matrix multi-
plication between the given input and the layer parameters
(i.e., weights), while a sigmoid layer performs the sigmoid
function ( 1

1+4�G ) for given matrix (or vector). This component
modularity is important in KML. For each layer type and loss
function,we implemented a function for forward propagation
(i.e., inference), and another for back-propagation.

Inference and training. We perform inference by creating
a computation directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the individual
layers; we traverse this DAG during inference and propagate
the outputs of previous layers to successive ones.We compute
gradients using reverse mode automatic di�erentiation (e.g.,
back-propagation [54]). We used the back-propagation [54]

chain rule to compute the gradients for each parameter ef-
�ciently. Once gradients are computed, KML optimizes the
neural network’s parameters using Stochastic Gradient De-
scent (SGD) [61].
Extensibility. Other neural network components and loss

functions can be easily added to KML.One has to implement 3
main functions, similar to the existing layer and loss functions:
(i) building and initializing the layer, (ii) forward propagation
for inferencing, and (iii) backward propagation for training.

Interoperability between kernel and user space. It is easier to
develop and test software in user space than in the kernel. We
enable quick and easy user space development for MLmodels
that can then run seamlessly in the kernel. To ensure inter-
operability between user and kernel, we use the exact same
code in both—onlywrapping functions with a thin portability
layer (see Section 3.3).

3 OPERATING SYSTEM INTEGRATION
In this section, we describe how KML is designed to: (i) re-
duce ML overheads, (ii) collect data e�ciently and train on
it with minimal system interference, and (iii) have a versatile
architecture.

3.1 ReducingMLOverheads
OSs are sensitive environments where precious CPU and
memory resourcesmust be carefullymanaged. Therefore, any
ML implementation inside the OS must be e�cient. However,
there is a critical trade-o� betweenhowmuch accuracy can be
obtained from anMLmodel vs. howmuch CPU and memory
is used for ML: more memory and CPU usage produces more
accurate MLmodels. KML lets users balance these trade-o�s.

Reducing computational overheads. MLcomputational over-
heads mainly arise when multiplying �oating-point (FP) ma-
trices. Most OSs disable FP operations in kernel space to re-
duce computational and context-switching overheads. To
improve compatibility, KML supports multiple data types for
matrix operations. One way to represent matrices compactly
is using quantization [14, 18, 29, 31, 55]. Quantization can
reduce both computational and memory overheads, but often
reduces accuracy [34]. Anotherway to perform FP operations
in a kernel is to use a �xed-point representation. Operations
on�xed-point representations canbe faster anddonot require
an FP unit in the running processor [12, 45]. However, �xed-
point representations cannot emulate large ranges, which can
lead to numerical instability issues [41].

To improveversatility,KMLsupports integer,�oating-point,
and double precision matrices. To enable and disable the FP
unit (FPU) in the Linux kernel, we used kernel_fpu_begin
and kernel_fpu_end, respectively. Weminimize the number
of code blocks using FPs, to reduce the number of context-
switches that would also have to save and restore �oating-
point registers.
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Reducing memory overheads. KML’s memory consumption
mainly comes from storing neural network speci�c data (e.g.,
weights, biases, hyper-parameters, layer structures) and col-
lecting training data. The size of the neural network speci�c
data depends on the MLmodel depth and layer sizes. We de-
signed KML to be as e�cient as possible: we use a lock-free
circular bu�er to process and asynchronously train on input
data. The circular bu�er’s size is con�gurable to cap memory
usage. Since losing part of the training data could reduce the
model’s accuracy, users must carefully con�gure the circular
bu�er size based on the sampling rate of data collection. Sec-
tion 4 evaluates total memory usage in our readahead case
study. When the system is running under memory pressure,
allocating memory might itself take a long time or even fail,
which could hurtKML’s performance and accuracy. KML thus
supports memory reservation to ensure predictable perfor-
mance and accuracy.

3.2 Data Collection and Async Training
Data normalization and processing is essential inML. KML of-
fers several data normalization and statistical functions: mov-
ing average, standard deviation, and Z-score calculation. The
data normalization phase is usually computation-intensive
and likely requires �oating-point (FP) operations. Hence, we
o�oad data normalization to a separate asynchronous ker-
nel thread, which is also responsible for training. This avoids
enabling FP operations in other thread contexts where we
collect data for training: namely the I/O and data paths, which
are highly sensitive to additional latencies.
KML creates a training thread during the model initializa-

tion stage. KML also abstracts all complicated data commu-
nications with the circular bu�er. The only information users
need to provide in themodel-initialization code is a pointer to
themodel’s training function.Usinga separate training thread
might have performance implications. If the training thread
is not scheduled frequently enough, it could hurt KML’s per-
formance and accuracy, due to lost data samples. We recom-
mend leaving at least one available CPU core for the training
thread. KML currently supports only one asynchronous train-
ing thread, since our current prototype supports only chain
computation graphs that have to be processed serially.

3.3 Versatile Architecture
KML development API. Kernel programming is challenging.

We designed KML’s development API to abstract away exter-
nal functionality (e.g., threading, memory-allocation). KML
can be compiled in both user and kernel space with identical
behavior. The KML development API has �ve parts: (i) system
memory allocation, (ii) threading, (iii) logging, (iv) atomic
operations, and (v) �le operations. KML’s development API

has 27 functions to support KML’s needs. For example, we im-
plemented a simple kml_mallocwrapper API that calls malloc
in the user level and kmalloc in the kernel.
Training in user space. KML runs identically in both user

and kernel space to easemodel development. Users can collect
data using KML’s data processing and normalization com-
ponents and then train MLmodels on collected trace data in
user space. Other adjustments, such as trying di�erent neural
network architectures or hyper-parameters, can also run in
user space. Facilitating model development and debugging in
user space accelerates both. When the neural network model
is ready to be deployed, the user can save the model to a �le
that has a KML-speci�c �le format. The user can then load the
neural networkmodelwith agivenpath to thedeployment�le
in the kernel module. In this paper, the target neural network
model we discuss was trained and tested in user space and de-
ployed for inference intokernel space. First,wemakeKMLAPI
calls to collect data inside the memory management system
(i.e., filemap.c and page-writeback.c). We then process, nor-
malize, and store the collecteddata.Data collection is followed
by feature selection. After we get the training data as our in-
put, we start building ourmodel to improve readahead perfor-
mance.Whenwe�nalize themodel design,we save themodel
toa�le tobedeployed later in thekernel.Usersneed towriteor
modify theirkernelmoduleusingKMLAPIs (seeTable1).KML
APIs de�ne the interfaces between KMLmodels and kernel.
loss *build_loss(void *internal, loss_type type);
void add_layer(layers *layers, layer *layer);
void create_async_thread(model_multithreading *multithreading,

model_data *data, kml_thread_func func, void *param);
sgd_optimizer *build_sgd_optimizer(float learning_rate,

float momentum, layers *layer_list, loss *loss);

Table 1: KMLAPI examples.
Afterwe deploy themodel,we con�gureKML for inference.

When the system and the neural networkmodel are operating
in inference mode, execution proceeds as follows: (1) KML
starts collecting data from the memory management compo-
nent; (2) the collected data is processed and normalized, and
the data processing and normalization unit generates suitable
features; (3) features are passed to the KML engine for infer-
ence; (4) KML’s engine inferences and generates predictions;
and (5) �nally, the KML application takes actions based on
the predictions just made—e.g., the KML application changes
readahead sizes using block device layer ioctls and updates
the readahead values in struct files.
Although the example demonstrated here focuses on the

case where training is performed in the user space and the in-
ference is performed in the kernel space, KML supports other
modes of operation. KML can do either training or inference
in user or kernel spaces. Also, one can switch between train-
ing and inference modes as needed to adapt automatically to
ever-changing conditions in the kernel.
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Training in kernel space. There are two critical reasonswhy
we support in-kernel training: performance and accuracy.
One of the most crucial parts of the machine learning �ow is
collecting the training data. Tracing OSs at a high sampling
rate is challenging. Tracing tools like LTTng [46] use user-
kernel shared memory and gather tracing data in user-space.
However, research shows that these tracing tools introduce
overhead—from 5% to 2⇥—andmay lose tracing data to cap
these tracingoverheads [2].Wealsoplan tobuild auser-kernel
co-operationmode for KML for cases that do not require high
sampling rate data collection. In our readahead use case, we
collected data and trained in user-space. We then deployed
in the kernel. But, we also tried training same neural net-
works directly in the kernel without having separate data
collection. Because our readahead use-case does not require
high sampling rate data collection, both the in-kernel trained
readahead model and the user-space one performed well.
In-kernel training also allows OS developers to build ML

solutions using reinforcement learning [35]. Using reinforce-
ment learning, we can build ML approaches that can adapt
themselves based on the feedback from the system. For ex-
ample, when we apply our readahead neural network on
applications that use di�erent �le access patterns—and hence
not represented in our training dataset—the readahead neural
network may not perform as well. In that case, we can build
a feedback system in the kernel and transform our readahead
neural network model to reinforcement learning model.

Safety in KML’s programming model. KML ensures that
inline data collection operations of KML do not cause any
deadlock. KML uses lock-free data structures to avoid dead-
lock and to reduce the overhead of data collection operations.
KML uses dynamic memory allocation during the inference
phase. Since the inference thread runs on a separate thread
context and gets the collected data from lock-free data struc-
tures, even if it gets blocked during the memory allocation, it
does not a�ect any other threads. Furthermore, KML’s train-
ing is just computation that involves memory allocation and
no I/O, hence cannot block or deadlock.

OSdevelopers canbe skeptical aboutMLsolutions’ stability.
KML itself is just an OS framework for enabling ML in kernel
and is not directly responsible for an ML solution’s stability
and accuracy. ML stability and accuracy, rather, depend on
how these ML approaches are trained and their architecture.
Nevertheless, we used standard techniques to validate the
stability and accuracy of our ML solution, which we discuss
in Section 4.

4 USE CASE: IMPROVINGREADAHEAD
We now explain howwe improved readahead using KML.We
start by describing the problem, then howwe constructed the
neural network, and �nally illustrate our evaluation results.

Motivation. Readahead is a storage prefetching system. Its
main objective is to improve I/O performance by caching “fu-
ture” storage data based on tunable per-disk and per-�le read-
ahead values, as well as hints that users can provide through
system calls such as fadvise and madvise. Users can tune the
OS’s use of certain �les with these system calls (e.g., hinting
of expected sequential vs. random access). Our goal was to
replace these manual or programmer-driven heuristics with
an automated ML technique that quickly adapts to changing
workloads to tune readahead values as needed.

Studying the problem. We studied the readahead problem
empirically.We tested RocksDB [26]with four di�erentwork-
loads, 20 di�erent readahead sizes (ranging from 8 to 1024),
and two di�erent storage media: NVMe SSD (“NVMe”) and
SATA SSD (“SSD”). We then built a mapping from the work-
load type to thereadaheadvalue thatprovided thebest through-
put. The results showed that no single readahead value max-
imized throughput for all workloads. Moreover, the relation-
ship between readahead values was not linear and at times
exhibited long tails. Clearly, traditional or naïve techniques
could not optimize readahead values for each disk, �le, and
changingworkload.We designed a readahead neural network
model to classify which workload is running on the system;
then, based on the neural network’s workload type predic-
tions, we con�gured the readahead size that we obtained
through our experiments to optimize throughput.

Data collection. We collected training data from the Linux
kernel using LTTng tracepoints [2, 46]. To model readahead
behavior accurately, we used built-in kernel tracepoints (e.g.,
add_to_page_cache,writeback_dirty_page).These tracepoints
track �le-backed pages. Next, we investigated the collected
traces to�nd the correlations between�le access patterns and
workload types.We then chose data points that have high cor-
relations with workload types. At runtime, these data points
are collected on-the-�y by data-collection hook functions,
which KML users need to implement. Readahead data collec-
tion functions record the inode number, page o�set of the�les
that are accessed, and time di�erence from the beginning of
the execution of KML kernel module.

Data pre-processing and feature extraction. One of our pri-
mary goals for adaptingML approaches into the storage stack
is buildingmore generalizable and adaptable solutions. There-
fore, data pre-processing and normalization are crucial. In
the readahead model, we process the collected data points
every second and then extract features at runtime. We tried a
total of eight features whichwe selected based on our domain
expertise (storage workloads and readahead). We then exper-
imentally narrowed them down to just �ve features that had
the most predictive accuracy, also con�rmed using Pearson
correlation analysis [51]: (i) the number of tracepoints that
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were traced, (ii) the cumulative moving average of page o�-
sets, (iii) the cumulative moving standard deviation of page
o�sets, (iv) the mean absolute page o�set di�erences for con-
secutive tracepoints, and (v) the current readahead value. We
then calculated the Z-score for each feature to normalize the
input data of our readahead neural network model.

Neural network model. We designed our readahead neu-
ral network as a multi-class classi�cation model. Our model
has three linear layers, and these layers are connected with
sigmoid activation functions tomodel the non-linearity exhib-
ited by the readahead-vs-throughput curves we investigated.
We used the cross-entropy loss function and optimized our
network using an SGD optimizer [36, 53], con�gured with
a (conventional) learning rate of 0.01 and a momentum of
0.99 [4]. We trained on the data we collected by running
only four workloads (readrandom, readseq, readreverse, and
readrandomwriterandom) on NVMe.We picked these training
workloads because they were su�ciently diverse in sequen-
tiality vs. randomness. We measured the performance of our
neural network using k-fold cross-validation with : =10, and
found that our model reached an average accuracy of 95.5%.

Performance evaluation. Ourevaluationgoalswere toprove
that usingML-based solutions inside the OS can o�er more
generalizable and adaptable solutions than aging heuristics—
and hence improve performance with minimal overhead. To
prove that our neural network model can learn abstract pat-
terns, we tested our model under the workloads we trained
on as well as never-seen beforeworkloads that include a com-
plexmixedworkload (mixgraph) [9].Moreover, while training
workloads ran on an NVMe, our evaluations tried those and
new workloads on an SSD. The results show that the read-
aheadneural network can reachup to2.3⇥better performance
(see summary Table 2). As Table 2 shows, only for readseq on
NVMe,KMLactually lost 4%performance; all otherworkloads
improved. This is because readseqmaxes out the underlying
hardware throughput and there was little opportunity to im-
prove throughput: KML’s attempts to learn and optimize read-
ahead only interfered with an already optimal throughput.

KMLcurrently supportsneuralnetworksanddecision trees.
We have also implemented a decision tree for the readahead
use-case to show how di�erent ML approaches perform on
the same problem. The readahead decision-tree model im-
proved performance for SSD 55% and NVMe 26% on average.
For brevity, we provide details only for the (superior) neural
network results in this paper.

Another crucial part of our evaluation is to show that, with
KML, we can build highly e�cient and low overhead ML so-
lutions for OS problems. Note that the numbers presented in
this paper are speci�c to the readahead model: KML’s neural
network models’ overhead is correlated with the MLmodel’s

Benchmarks NVMe SSD
readseq 0.96⇥ 1.02⇥

readrandom 1.65⇥ 2.30⇥
readreverse 1.04⇥ 1.12⇥

readrandomwriterandom 1.55⇥ 2.20⇥
updaterandom 1.53⇥ 2.22⇥

mixgraph 1.51⇥ 2.09⇥
Table 2: KML readahead neural network model im-
provedRocksDBI/Operformanceunder sixworkloads
across two device types: average performance gain for
SSDwas 82.5% and for NVMewas 37.3%.
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Figure 2: Timeline of performance comparison be-
tween runningRockDB’s mixgraphworkload on vanilla
and with KML optimizations enabled.
complexity. Figure 2 shows how the readahead neural net-
work changes the readahead size (Y2 axis) during RocksDB’s
mixgraphworkloadonanNVMedevice, andhowperformance
(ops/sec, Y1 axis) improves overall. We ran the same bench-
mark 15 times and averaged the performance improvements.
As Figure 2 shows, there are �uctuations on the readahead
size tuning. The reason for these �uctuations is that we clear
the cache after every run, and thatwhen the benchmark starts,
read-access patterns are di�erent than the rest of the execu-
tion. Still, while the readahead neural network predicts the
readahead size inaccurately for short time periods, overall
performance improvement is around 2.09⇥.

Our readaheadmodel’s average data collection and normal-
ization overhead for each transaction was a mere 49 nanosec-
onds. The readahead neural network executes an inference
in 21`B and one training iteration in 51`B on average. Since
our readahead model’s input data is designed to be processed
and fed to the readahead neural network for every second,
we run inference in a di�erent thread context once a second.
Therefore, the overhead of inference for our readaheadmodel
is 21`B for every second which is negligible. The readahead
model consumed 3,916 bytes of dynamic memory to initialize
the model and it temporarily used another 676 bytes of mem-
ory while inferencing. These results prove that KML is viable
for solving I/O problems that often run in milliseconds.

5 RELATEDWORK
Machine learning in systemsand storage. Ina followupwork

to Mittos [30], the authors implemented a custom neural net-
work toperform inference inside theOS’s I/Oschedulerqueue,
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deciding synchronously whether to submit requests to the
device or not (using binary classi�cation) [31]. Their system
trained o�ine using TensorFlow, only in user space, tested
for inference only on SSDs, and could not be easily re-trained.
Lastly, the two layers in their neural network were custom
built. Conversely, KML o�ers a �exible architecture that can
train, normalize, and infer repeatedly, online or o�ine, syn-
chronously or asynchronously—with equal ease. KML can
easily support any number of generalizable neural network
layers and other MLmodels (e.g., decision trees). Our exper-
iments demonstrate more complex classi�cation abilities on
a wider range of devices.
Laga et al. [40] implementedMarkov chain models to im-

prove readahead performance in the Linux kernel. They pre-
sented50%better I/Operformance foradatabasesystemunder
TPC-H [64] benchmarks on SSDs. In comparison, we exper-
imented with our readahead model using a broader range
of workloads and storage media (NVMe and SSD), and our
results show that our readaheadmodel improved I/O through-
put by as much as 2.3⇥. Moreover, our readahead model’s
kernel memory consumption is less than 4KB, compared to
Laga et al.’s Markov model which consumed 94MB.
Some researchers have tried to integrate ML techniques

into the OS task scheduler [12, 49]. But the performance im-
provements that they reported were negligible (0.1–6%). Nev-
ertheless, there is a growing trend in using ML techniques
to solve storage and OS problems: predicting index struc-
tures in key-value stores [17, 38], memory allocation [47],
TCP congestion control [24], o�ine black-box optimization
for storage parameters [8], database query optimization [37],
local and distributed caching [60, 66] and cloud resourceman-
agement [16, 19, 20].

Machine learning libraries for resource-constrained systems.
A variety of ML libraries are available to help develop ML-
enabled applications for various settings. Some of these ML
libraries are mainstream libraries without a particular focus
area, such as PyTorch [50], Tensor�ow [1], and CNTK [15].
Other libraries are targeted at constrained or on-device en-
vironments, such as ELL [25], Tensor�ow Lite [62], SOD [59],
and Dlib [22]. ELL is targeted at deployment ofMLmodels for
inference, while the other libraries can also be used for infer-
ence. KML di�ers from these because it targets OS-level appli-
cations, where prediction accuracy is important but must be
carefully balancedwith overheads and resource consumption.

Adaptive readahead&prefetching. Readahead and prefetch-
ing techniques are well studied problems [21, 39, 57, 58] and
are useful in distributed systems [11, 13, 23, 42–44, 48, 63].
Several works try to build statistical models to tune the sys-
tems [27, 57, 58]. The main limitation of statistical models is
their inability to adjust to new or changing workloads and
devices. Conversely, we have shown that ourmodel can adapt

to never-seen before workloads and di�erent devices. Predict-
ing individual I/O requests and �le accesses based on patterns
generated by the workloads is another way to improve read-
ahead [3, 21, 33, 39, 65, 67, 69, 71]. Predicting�le accessesusing
hand-crafted algorithms is a well-known approach. However,
it does not scalewith the number ofworkloads that suchhand-
craftedalgorithmsneed to recognize.MLmodels,however, are
more capable of scaling as longaswehave the trainingdata for
workloads. Simulated environments also helped researchers
to build solutions for readahead and prefetching [10, 28, 52,
70, 73]. However, simulations are limited to datasets that the
models are trained and tested with, and they can be compu-
tationally intensive. Since the simulated environment models
are not designed for resource-constrained environments, it is
also di�cult to port them to the kernel. Some use a user-space
library to intercept �le accesses [68] and even require appli-
cation changes [72]. Conversely, KML does not require appli-
cation changes and also intercepts mmap-based �le accesses.

6 CONCLUSION
OSs and storage systems are evolving to support an ever diver-
sifying range of devices andworkloads. For best performance,
storage systems need to optimize for speci�c workloads and
devices. Traditional heuristics, however, cannot adapt quickly
enough. Limitations of the existing solutions led us to develop
KML—anML framework for OSs that adapts quickly to opti-
mize storage performance. Our preliminary results show that,
for a readahead case study, we can improve I/O throughput
by up to 2.3⇥with negligible overhead.
Future work. We plan to apply KML to other storage sub-

systems: e.g., I/O schedulers, storage networking (e.g., pack-
et/�ow scheduling), network �le systems, and the page cache.
We are expanding KML to support other ML approaches (e.g.,
reinforcement learning [35],whichcansolvecertainproblems
better than classi�cation approaches).We also plan to support
arbitrarycomputationDAGs (e.g., RecurrentNeuralNetworks
(RNNs) [35]) and Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) [32]. This
would require spawning several parallel training threads.
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